Position: Entry Level Sales/Estimator

The candidate needs to have good communication skills, organization skill and works well with others. The ideal candidate will have some understanding of basic construction with a basic understanding of Microsoft Word, Excel, On Screen Takeoff (OST), AutoCAD and Revit software.

LCG Facades is willing to invest in extensive training to understand the exciting field of exterior Facades construction. This includes training on software that is specific to our trade as well as training in the “how to” of facades construction, as well as work with some of the best in the industry.

Salary will be commensurate to the experience with opportunity for growth. LCG Facades is an equal opportunity employer with additional benefits that include health and dental insurance, 401K program with company matching, paid holidays and more.

An hourly paid internship may be available to see if the candidate is a good fit for both.

Please apply and post resume online at http://lcgfacades.com/careers/